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Haydn as a Man of Feeling: The Affect of Refined Sentiment in Selected
Slow Movements of Haydn’s String Quartets.
By Eloise Boisjoli
University of Texas
Abstract
The culture of sensibility—an aesthetic of feeling that privileges the capacity for
sympathy, primarily experienced through sentimental novels—permeated theoretical
concerns of the fine arts in the eighteenth-century. While scholars have examined how
this culture informed music during the period, the affective content of sentimental
keyboard and opera styles inadequately describes certain slow movements from Haydn’s
string quartets. Instead, these movements resemble what I call an affect of refined
sentiment, an aspect of sensibility that has yet to be studied in relation to music. This
affect of refined sentiment resembles the literary archetype of the so-called “Man of
Feeling” from eighteenth-century sentimental novels, such as Henry McKenzie’s Man of
Feeling (1772), characterized by moderate expression and reflection. Haydn’s reception,
particularly the way his contemporary biographers framed his life as one of diligent and
virtuous work, connects the composer to the sentimental ideal of masculine behavior. I
therefore suggest an analogy among ideal masculine behavior as defined by this branch
of the sentimental culture, and certain slow movements of Haydn’s string quartets. This
article will do more than prove that an affect of refined sentiment exists, however. It will
also show how Haydn developed this affect to create expressive nuances, particularly in
Op. 77 no. 1. By describing the affective devices Haydn imported from sentimental opera
and keyboard music, as well as larger compositional process of reflection, I offer a way
to hear Haydn’s string quartet slow movements through a facet of the pervasive
eighteenth-century culture of sensibility.
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I. Introduction: Passions, Affections, and Sentiments
Haydn wrote the opening to the slow movement of Op. 33 no. 3 with an ambiguous
affective quality. The theme features a step-wise melody, a chorale texture, periodic
phrasing, and simple rhythmic patterns (see Example 1). The adagio marking alters
what would otherwise sound like a standard galant theme, creating space for other
features to enhance the movement’s expressivity, such as the sforzandos in bars 2 and 4
that emphasize the tension and resolution of stepwise motion. Haydn composed many
string quartet slow movements in this style, yet none of the descriptions in Leonard
Ratner’s Classic Music match these pieces.1 While the theme lacks the expressive
disruptions, improvisatory style, and chromatic harmonies of Ratner’s Empfindsamkeit
topic, or even the treble-dominated song-like style of sentimental opera, nevertheless it
engages with sensibility, albeit a different aspect of the culture of sensibility than
scholarly literature has described previously. The opening of Op. 33 no. 3 exemplifies
what I call an affect of refined sentiment.2
The affect of refined sentiment represents a moderate sensibility, in contrast to the
more passional empfindsamer keyboard style or sentimental opera styles.3 The more
passional sentimental styles value the immediate perceptions of feelings, whereas a
moderate sentimental style values the refinement of feelings. While music scholars have

Leonard Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980). For
information on the Empfindsamer topic see 22, 357-8.
1

I use the term “affect” as a technical term in this article. Following Danuta Mirka, “all states of musical
parameters and their configurations have affective qualities and carry affective signification” (30). In
contrast to topics, affects have a less stable set of musical characteristics; see Mirka’s discussion, 23 and
30-1. “Introduction,” in The Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka, 1-57 (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2014).
2

Allanbrook uses the term “passional” to differentiate from “passionate,” because “the common formation
‘passionate’ is entirely given over to the meaning of ‘hot-blooded’ or ‘fervent.’ ” The Secular Commedia:
Comic Mimesis in late Eighteenth-Century Music, ed. Mary Ann Smart and Richard Taruskin (Berkeley,
CA: University of California Press, 2014), 193 fn 85.
3
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Example 1: Haydn String Quartet Op. 33 no. 3, iii, bars 1-8.
Prototype of the affect of refined sentiment.

discussed a more moderate form of expression in the context of a “middle” style in opera
and instrumental music, in this article I draw attention to a moderate aesthetic valorized
in eighteenth-century philosophy and novels.4 One possible reason for the lack of
attention given to moderate expression in music is that, as Georg Mattheson said,
negative or extreme passions are “easier to invent in music” than positive passions, and

For discussions on the middle style in opera, see Stefano Castelvecchi, Sentimental Opera: Questions of
Genre in the Age of Bourgeois Drama (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013); Mary Hunter, “The
Fusion and Juxtaposition of Genres in Opera Buffa 1700-1800: Anelli and Piccinni’s Griselda,” Music and
Letters 67/4 (1986): 363-380; Mary Hunter, “Some Representations of Opera Seria in Opera Buffa,”
Cambridge Opera Journal 3/2 (1991): 89-108; and John Platoff, “A New History for Martín’s ‘Una Cosa
Rara,’ ” The Journal of Musicology 12/1 (1994): 85-115. For discussions on the middle style in
instrumental music see Melanie Lowe, Pleasure and Meaning in the Classical Symphony (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2007). For discussions on the middle style and sociability, see W. Dean
Sutcliffe, “Before the Joke: Texture and Sociability in the Largo of Haydn’s Op. 33, No. 2,” Journal of
Musicological Research 28 (2009): 92-118.
4
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thus music scholars are more able to develop a shared analytical language for more
passional music.5 Yet moderate sentiments were important to Haydn and his music.
Eighteenth-century writers used three words to describe feelings: passions, affections,
and sentiments. Writers used these terms with limited consistency, facing
terminological challenges such as cognates in other languages and changing definitions
over time.6 Differences in the way writers generally used the three terms, however,
illuminate the importance of moderate sentiments for the discussion of feeling.
A passion is an immediate, direct, or motivating sensation. Writers described violent
passions, connecting them to positive or negative strong feelings. An affection was
similar to a passion, but more “refined, kindly, or simply directed towards other
persons.” 7 Some writers defined an affection as a less intense passion, regardless of its
positive or negative quality.
The term “sentiment” became popular in the eighteenth century. A sentiment is a
thought or an opinion. The third Earl of Shaftsbury, who founded the Moral Sense
School, considered a sentiment “what enables genuinely moral judging.”8 For David
Hume, another member of the Moral Sense School, a sentiment was an “internal sense”

Quoted in George J. Buelow, “Johann Mattheson and the Invention of the Affektenlehre,” in New
Mattheson Studies, ed. George J. Buelow and Hans Joachim Marx, 393-408 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1983), 405.
5

For one example of a study of the word “sentimental” in English, see Erik Erämetsä, A Study of the
Word “Sentimental” and of Other Linguistic Characteristics of Eighteenth Century Sentimentalism
(Helsinki: Helsingin Liikerirjapaino Oy, 1951).
6

Amy M. Schmitter, “Passions, Affections, Sentiments: Taxonomy and Terminology,” in The Oxford
Handbook of British Philosophy in the Eighteenth Century, ed. James A. Harris, 197-225 (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2013), 202. See also Elizabeth S. Radcliffe, “Hume’s Psychology of the Passions:
The Literature and Future Directions,” Journal of the History of Philosophy 53/4 (2015): 565-605; and
Louise Joy, “From Passion to Affection: The Art of the Philosophical in Eighteenth-Century Poetics,”
Philosophy and Literature 37/1 (2013): 72-87.
8 Schmitter, 202.
7
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that led to the judgment of taste.9 Sentiments emphasize moral and aesthetic values,
and require a reflection upon immediate sensations, differing from both affections and
passions.
Differentiation among passions, affections, and sentiments reveals an eighteenthcentury concern with the level of intensity, immediateness, and social engagement of
feelings. Passions are stronger than affections and sentiments. Passions and affections
are sensed immediately, whereas sentiments require reflection. Passions direct feelings
inwards, affections direct feelings outwards to society, and sentiments lay somewhere in
between. Music often embodies the intense, immediate, and internal passional human
experience, yet eighteenth-century writers conceived an additional expressive format
that was moderate, reflective, and socially-oriented.
Although many eighteenth-century music theorists prescribed instrumental music’s
primary goal to expressing and sustaining a sentiment or arousing the passions, most
writers agreed that specifying the type of sentiment remained an elusive task. However,
an eighteenth-century listener likely would have been familiar with the characterarchetype of a Man of Feeling found in contemporary sentimental novels. The Man of
Feeling enacted the moral and aesthetic goals of the Moral Sense School in the way he
continually worked to refine his moderate character, distinct from the natural-born
grace of sentimental heroines. Thus, a listener could have drawn analogies between
some of Haydn’s string quartet slow movements and the Man of Feeling.
Recent scholarship has examined the culture of sensibility in music, but has yet to
connect what I call the affect of refined sentiment to Haydn’s music.10 Nearly a quarter
9

Schmitter, 204.

Regarding Haydn’s sensibility in particular, see James Webster, “Haydn’s Sensibility,” Studia
Musicologica 51/1 (2010): 13-28; and Nancy November, “Haydn’s Melancholy Voice: Lost Dialectics in
His Late Chamber Music and English Songs,” Eighteenth Century Music 4/1 (2007):71-106.
10
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of Haydn’s string quartet slow movements share this musical affect, warranting a deeper
exploration of its expressive entailments.11 Because of the frequency with which Haydn
uses an affect of refined sentiment in his string quartet slow movements, this corpus is
useful for illustrating specific meanings behind the affective content of this style.
Furthermore, Haydn’s early biographers portrayed his persona as a Man of Feeling. I do
not claim in this article that Haydn’s slow movements reflect the composer’s persona,
sentimental or otherwise. Instead, I suggest that the character archetype of a Man of
Feeling existed in the eighteenth century alongside other aspects of sensibility. The Man
of Feeling and the values of moderate expression thus open a window into how
eighteenth-century listeners steeped in sentimental novels could have perceived the
affective quality of Haydn’s string quartet slow movements—even if the audience would
not have used such specific terms.

II. The Rhetoric of Refined Sentiment in Haydn’s Early Biographies
Exemplars of Men of Feeling abound in eighteenth-century novels. Samuel Richardson,
the author of the quintessential sentimental novel, Pamela (1740), attempted to write
his own Man of Feeling in The History of Sir Charles Grandison (1753). He exclaimed
his difficulty in the process: “The good man, alas! I knew not what the task was which I

Composers other than Haydn used this affect. For example, the opening of Boccherini’s String Trio in A
major, Op. 54 no. 6, G. 118, Larghetto opens with the same triple meter, quarter-note rhythms, and slow
harmonic rhythm found in Haydn’s Op. 33 no. 3. The second violin line also shares the heartbeat
accompaniment figure often troped with the affect of refined sentiment, which I discuss below. The affect
of refined sentiment also appears in movements other than string pieces, such as the slow movement to
Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in C minor op. 10, no. 1, Adagio molto. Although the Adagio is in duple meter,
the music shares other features of the affect, including the characteristic turn figure in bar 1. The andante
of Mozart’s Piano Concerto in A major, K. 414, is also in the affect of refined sentiment. Interestingly, the
piano embellishes the orchestra’s version of the opening theme (bars 21-28) with sigh figures, another
feature that commonly troped with the affect of refined sentiment. Haydn also used the affect of refined
sentiment in genres other than the string quartet, such as the orchestral prelude to part three of The
Creation, depicting the sun dawning on Eden. (Many thanks to David Schildkret for the last reference.)
11
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undertook.”12 John Mullan suggests that Richardson’s self-perceived failure to create a
convincing Man of Feeling resulted from writing about female characters’ physical
responses to Grandison, rather than developing Grandison’s own expressions of
sensibility. The sentimental literary style exacerbated Richardson’s task, because it
locates feeling within a hyper-sensitized feminine body.13 Thus Richardson would
effeminize his hero if Grandison fainted and blushed, behaviors that otherwise
effectively signaled Pamela as a sentimental heroine. As Richardson said, “Softness of
heart, gentleness of manner, tears, beauty, will allow of pathetic scenes in the story of
the one [women], which cannot have a place in that of the other [men].”14 Henry
Mackenzie, however, designed a sentimental hero that more successfully personified
this character archetype: Harley in The Man of Feeling (1771).
Mackenzie described Harley as bashful (8), modest (12), and reserved (20), all
synonyms of a moderate, refined character.15 In the novel Harley journeys to London to
inquire about leasing recently vacated lands near his own property—a task he has been
put to by his friends because his own modest character recoils at such avariciousness.
Once in London, Harley gives money to a beggar, visits Bedlam, is duped by “sharpers,”
and rescues a prostitute. These episodes give Harley ample opportunity to show his
generous nature, which stems from his sympathy for others. Although Harley’s visit
does not increase his material wealth, he reunites with an old friend, witnesses a

Cited in John Mullan, Sentiment and Sociability: The Language of Feeling in the Eighteenth Century
(New York: Clarendon Press, 1988), 82.
12

See Mullan, 83. For more on the feminine embodiment of sensibility see Ildiko Csengi, Sympathy,
Sensibility, and the Literature of Feeling in the Eighteenth Century (London: Palgrave McMillan, 2012);
Anne C. Vila, Enlightenment and Pathology: Sensibility in the Literature and Medicine of 18th-Century
France (Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University Press, 1998); and G. J. Barker-Benfield, The Culture of
Sensibility: Sex and Society in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992).
13

14

Quoted in Janet Todd, Sensibility, an Introduction (London: Methuen, 1986), 110.

Henry Mackenzie, The Man of Feeling, ed. Brian Vickers, with Introduction and Notes by Stephen
Bending and Stephen Bygrave (Oxford University Press, 2001).
15
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reunion between this friend and his friend’s orphaned grandchildren, and provides
them all with a home and income. Years later Harley dies happily in the arms of his
beloved. Thus, Harley gains a more valuable type of wealth in his new extended family.
Harley’s moderation, sympathy, and generosity are characteristics that underpin an
ideal society envisioned by the eighteenth-century Moral Sense School.
The Moral Sense School taught men to nurture positive affections and sentiments in
service of an ideal moral society.16 David Hume, in particular, wanted to reconcile
traditional definitions of manliness (derived from the ideal warrior type) with sensitivity
and refinement, behaviors typically reserved for the sentimental heroine because she
was viewed as naturally more disposed to sensibility. 17 Hume described the ideal man as
a classical stoic who learns sentimental values through his interaction with women.18
Tears often signal this ideal Man of Feeling, but for Hume those tears are singular and
silent.19 Hume’s Man of Feeling thus possessed both the calm, reserved composure of
the stoic and the sympathy and sensitivity of the sentimental heroine, the same

Henry Mackenzie was born and raised in Edinburgh, home to members of the Moral Sense School often
referred to as the Scottish Enlightenment, including Francis Hutchenson, David Hume, and Adam Smith.
Mackenzie was in school during the period these philosophers’ major treatises were published, as well as
Alexander Gerard’s Essay on Taste. Mackenzie likely had access to these texts, influencing his fiction. See
Bending and Bygrave, “Introduction,” The Man of Feeling, xxxi.
16

Barker-Benfield describes the anxiety of effeminacy in chapter 3. This is a tension between, on the one
hand, a desire for men to be sympathetic, since the foundation of a good society depended on sympathy,
and, on the other hand, the traditional representation of that sympathy being tightly bound to the
feminine body.
17

Barker-Benfield, 140. David Hume, “The Stoic,” in Essays Moral, Political, Literary, 147-156, ed.
Eugene Miller (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 1985 [1777]). Barker-Benfield says that was originally written
in 1742, 67.
18

Tears appear 49 times in this short novel as a sign of sensibility. See Bending and Bygrave, “Appendix
3,” The Man of Feeling, 110-111. While men of sentimental novels do cry, sentimental rhetoric of tears is
gendered. Even in Rousseau’s Julie, Julie reprimands Saint Preux for “sighing and sobbing like a woman,”
and calls his previous letter to her “effeminate.” To be fair, Julie is saying that her hardship is much
greater than his, and because of this, he does not deserve to carry on, but the accusations of effeminacy as
her critique are telling. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, La Nouvelle Héloïse, trans. Judith H, Mcdowell
(University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1968 [1761]), Part II, Letter VII, 181.
19
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attributes possessed by Mackenzie’s Harley. For Hume, the ideal man enacted a process
of refinement by reflecting on his sensuous impressions, which both tempered his
immediate passional responses and animated his rational thought. 20
Haydn’s early biographers portrayed the composer similarly to the way Hume and
Mackenzie portrayed the Man of Feeling. They described Haydn’s modest character, his
embrace of his humble origins, and the way he spoke well of his peers, including Mozart
and C. P. E. Bach.21 Haydn was also very generous, particularly to his poorer relatives.22
Haydn signaled his sensitivity through his tearful response to certain music.23 For
example, Haydn heard 4,000 “charity children” sing in St. Paul’s Church during his first
visit to London. He later wrote that, “no music ever moved me so deeply in my whole life
as this devotional and innocent.” Years later Haydn recounted this story to Dies, saying,

The refined feelings need not necessarily be reserved for men. For example, while Francis Burney’s
Lord Orville from Evelina (1778) is clearly a Man of Feeling, it is also possible to understand the heroine,
Evelina, as a similarly refined character, especially in contrast to her rough cousins. The main character of
Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey Catherine Morland (1817, completed in 1803) has a more moderate
temperament that other sentimental heroines, especially by the end of the novel as she learns the
drawbacks of overly-sentimental thinking. Regardless, refined sentiments with their associations of
rational reflection were gendered masculine in the eighteenth century, and this was embodied in the
character type of the Man of Feeling.
20

Vernon Gotwals, Joseph Haydn: Eighteenth-Century Gentleman and Genius. A translation with
introduction and notes of the Biographische Notizen über Joseph Haydn by G. A. Griesinger and the
Biographische Nachrichten von Joseph Haydn by A. C. Dies (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin
Press, 1963); 55-57.
21

22

Gotwals, Joseph Haydn, 59.

Being overcome with music is a trope common to sentimental novels. Saint-Preux describes his first
Italian song. He tells Julie the beauty of Italian songs comes from “marking the tempo, of feeling it well, of
phrasing and punctuating with care, of holding the tones equally and not swelling them, finally of refining
the voice from outbursts and all the French bellowing in order to make it just, expressive, and flexible.”
This section is an example of Rousseau’s bias against French music, part of the guerre des bouffons in
mid-century France. However, it is important here to note the “refined” features that Rousseau valorizes,
including the lack of embellishments referred to as “outbursts” and “bellowing,” and of “marking the
tempo” and “phrasing and punctuating with care”; these are examples of a simpler style, one that is more
moderate than passional. Rousseau, La Nouvelle Héloïse, Letter XLIX, 112. For more on the history of the
guerre des bouffons and Rousseau’s role, see Allanbrook, Secular Commedia, 2-3, 9-11.
23
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“I stood there and wept like a child.”24 These tears are signs of Haydn’s sensitivity and
sympathy.
Haydn signaled his refinement through the way he insisted on sensitive performances of
his music. He was once denied rehearsal time prior to a symphonic performance in
London. Although rehearsals were uncommon at the time, Haydn worried that the
orchestra would not be able to perform his music with the correct refinement, and
therefore refused to appear at the concert to direct the orchestra.25 Another aspect of
Haydn’s refinement was his respect for hard work and diligence. “I was never a hasty
writer,” Haydn said, “and [I] always composed with reflection and diligence.”26
Griesinger suggested that Haydn’s “inborn genius” was a result of “deliberation and
industry,” which can be understood as synonyms to refinement.27
Recently, Ellis Anderson and Katherine Walker have addressed the underlying values
that shaped descriptions of Haydn’s persona and music by his early biographers—
Carpani, Dies, and Griesinger. The rhetoric used by these biographers conflicts with the
aesthetic values of the ideal composer at the turn of the nineteenth-century. I suggest
their rhetoric shares the cultural values embodied in the Man of Feeling. Anderson
describes the rhetoric of Haydn’s early biographers as one that “unwittingly” rooted
Haydn’s legacy in the ordinary world in contrast to the metaphysical and supernatural.28
Nineteenth-century critiques of Haydn’s music disparaged the diligent and hardworking
Quoted in Christopher Hogwood, Haydn’s Visits to England (London: Thames & Hudson, 2009), 7071.
24

25

Hogwood. 39-40.

Quoted in James Webster, “Haydn’s Aesthetics,” in The Cambridge Companion to Haydn, ed. Caryl
Clark, 30-44 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005); 38.
26

27

Gotwals, Joseph Haydn, 60-61.

Ellis Anderson, “The Earliest Biographies of Haydn and Ideas of Normalcy,” in Haydn and His
Contemporaries, 13-27, ed. Sterling E. Murray (Ann Arbor, MI: Steglein Publishing, 2011), 18.
28
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image of the late composer, preferring the heroic and melancholic character of a
composer like Beethoven.29 Anderson suggests that portrayal of Haydn’s ordinary—that
is, moderate and reserved—character and musical style was, in part, responsible for the
a devaluation of Haydn through the rise of a contrary value system.30 Walker, by
contrast, views the rhetoric of Haydn’s early biographers in terms of Alexander Gerard’s
eighteenth-century definition of genius.31 Gerard’s system “centers on creative process,
which relocates genius to processual relations” between part and whole.32 Gerard
worked in opposition to the dominant paradigm of genius that valued the immediate
expressive force exemplified by composers like Mozart. 33 Walker draws connections
between genius as the act of process and the way Haydn’s early biographers portrayed
him as diligent and hard working.
The rhetoric that shaped descriptions of Haydn’s persona are also present in
descriptions of his music. Haydn’s greatest compositional concern was “to touch the

Anderson, 30. This disparaging view was not endemic to Haydn’s persona. Schubert, too, faced an
opposition in the description of his music and persona to Beethoven. Jeffrey Perry decries the opposition
between Schubert and Beethoven as one stemming from an aesthetic intensive/extensive split in aesthetic
values originating in the opposition created by Goethe to his literary contemporaries. Schubert was
considered pejoratively to be an extensive composer dealing in “superficialities (ornamentation and
filigree),” failing to “penetrate to the essence of the theme or of the musical, psychological, and even
spiritual truth concealed within it [the theme].” By contrast, Beethoven (and other intensive artists such
as Goethe) created their art through an “intensive working method that reveals inner truth.” “The
Wanderer’s Many Returns: Schubert’s Variations Reconsidered,” The Journal of Musicology 19/2 (2002):
374-416; 379.
29

Mary Sue Morrow examines the aesthetic shift that occurred in the eighteenth-century, not in scholarly
writing, but rather in reviews of instrumental music found in newspapers and magazines. She traces this
shift from mimesis to non-mimetic expressivity, what Perry situates as a conflict between extensive and
intensive expression. See German Music Criticism in the Late Eighteenth Century: Aesthetic Issues in
Instrumental Music (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
30

Katherine Walker, “Er hat Geschmack”:Shifting Connotations of Taste in the Discourse Surrounding
W.A. Mozart, Ph.D. Diss., Cornell University, 2014. Walker’s dissertation focuses on Mozart; her valuable
discussion of Haydn is located in her chapter 4, see particularly 205-219.
31

32

Walker, “Er has Geschmack,” 197.

33

Walker, “Er has Geschmack,” 194.
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heart,” a turn of phrase closely tied to the culture of sensibility.34 To hear Haydn’s music
with an aesthetic system that values the heroic and melancholic composer like
Beethoven or with a system that values the inspired genius of a composer like Mozart
would still be to listen with contemporary ears. In fact, much of Haydn’s music
resonates with these aesthetic systems. However, when the attributes of a Man of
Feeling—particularly that of moderation and refinement—appear analogously in music,
they would ideally trigger a moderate cultural framework with which to hear Haydn’s
music.35
In a letter to Haydn, the director of the Berlin Singakademie, Karl Freidrich Zelter,
invoked the aesthetic system of a Man of Feeling when he described their performance
of Haydn’s “Du bist’s, dem Ruhm und Ehre gebühret.”36 Zelter praised his choir’s ability
to sing the Danklied with “calm, devotion, purity, and sanctity.” The religious text
clearly calls for “devotion, purity, and sanctity,” but the adjective “calm” signals Zelter’s
perception of the refined sentiments in Haydn’s music as a synonym to “moderate.”37
The archetype of the Man of Feeling was thus an important and well-defined character
in eighteenth-century sentimental novels and in the philosophies of the Moral Sense

34

Gotwals, Joseph Haydn, 125.

Samuel Johnson’s directive to read novels, like Richardson’s Pamela, “for the sentiment” perhaps
applies better to music perceived as excessively emotional. However, Johnson’s observation that a reader
is unable to charitably engage with a piece of art—like Pamela—when they apply an incongruous aesthetic
system is the foundation of my argument. For an exploration of what Johnson meant, see Mullan 57-8.
For an application of Johnson’s directive to eighteenth-century music, see Stefano Castelvecchi, “From
‘Nina’ to ‘Nina’: Psychodrama, Absorption, and Sentiment in the 1780s.” Cambridge Opera Journal 8/2
(1996): 91-112. While Castelvecchi discusses this quote on page 112, Johnson’s point underscores the
entire article.
35

36

Gotwals, Joseph Haydn, 136-7 and fn. 68, 247.

The text, a poem by Gellert, reads: Du bist’s, dem Ruhm und Ehre gebühret/und Ruhm und Ehre bring
ich dir/Du, Herr, hast stets mein Schicksal regieret/und deine Hand war über mir. (You are worthy of
glory and honor/and glory and honor I bring to you/You, Lord, have at all times ruled my destiny/and
your hand was over me.) (Trans. mine)
37
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School. The Man of Feeling embodies moderate and refined behavior indicative of an
aesthetic system belonging to the culture of sensibility. Haydn’s early biographers
portrayed the composer as someone who possessed the attributes of the Man of Feeling
including modesty, humbleness, generosity, sensitivity, refinement, diligence,
deliberation, and industry. Just as the Man of Feeling and the culture of sensibility to
which he belonged informed the rhetoric of Haydn’s early biographers, the character
archetype could have informed the way eighteenth-century listeners might have heard
Haydn’s string quartets.38

III. Musical Features of an Affect of Refined Sentiment
The features of a Man of Feeling find many analogues in eighteenth-century music,
coalescing in what I call the affect of refined sentiment. Just as Mackenzie portrayed
Harley as a Man of Feeling through his moderate behavior, so too could Haydn compose
moderate music through musical simplicity. For example Op. 33 no. 3, as described
above (see Example 1), contains simple rhythmic patterns, a step-wise melodic line, soft
dynamics, periodic phrasing, and lies in the middle of the register.39 Furthermore, the
texture is simpler than the contrapuntal style found in slow movements earlier in

Melanie Lowe reconstructs an eighteenth-century listening subject in Pleasure and Meaning, see 77-78
in particular. Like Lowe, I offer here a potential listening, based on solid historical documents and close
readings of Haydn’s string quartets.
38

James Webster first described this as a hymn-like theme-type mainly in Haydn’s slow movement
symphonies. See, “When Did Haydn Begin to Compose Beautiful Melodies?,” in Haydn Studies:
Proceedings of the International Haydn Conference, Washington, D.C., 1975, ed. Jens Peter Larsen,
Howard Sewer, and James Webster (New York, Norton, 1981), 385-388. W. Dean Sutcliffe seems to refer
to this particular affect as the pathos-styled slow movement theme type that most people think of when
they imagine affective content in Haydn’s music in “Expressive Ambivalence in Haydn’s Symphonic Slow
Movements of the 1770s.” Journal of Musicology 27/1 (2010): 84-134. See the discussion on 86-87 in
particular.
39
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Haydn’s career.40 The chorale-like texture, a salient feature shared among movements
with this affect, contributes a higher level of dignity through its religious associations.41
Thus the simpler features of Op. 33 no. 3 draw analogies to the moderate features of
characters like Mackenzie’s Harley and exemplify the affect of refined sentiment.
Opus 33 no. 3 shares additional features with other movements that contain an affect of
refined sentiment, although these features are auxiliary to the affect’s definition because
they do not share in the analogy to a Man of Feeling. The lower and upper voices often
form a wedge shape in the first 2 or 4 bars. The melodic instrument often plays a small,
turn figure, near the theme’s beginning. In Op. 33 no. 3 this occurs in bar 1 in the first
violin. The first four measures of Op. 64 no. 5 (see Example 2) also exemplify the affect
of refined sentiment. The second movement of Op. 54 no. 2 shares the same chorale
texture, middle register, periodic phrasing, and opening turn figure (see Example 3)
with Op. 33 no. 3 and Op. 64 no. 5. This movement is in the minor mode, which may
raise the level of dignity through associations of older music more commonly found in
the minor mode.42

On Haydn’s study of counterpoint, see Mark Evan Bonds, “Haydn’s “Cours complet de la composition’
and the Sturm und Drang,” in Haydn Studies, ed. W. Dean Sutcliffe, 152-176 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1998).
40

Ratner discusses the separation between the serious and the comic in eighteenth-century music in
Classic Music, 364-396. In particular the high style was associated with the church. Ratner mentions a
middle style (386), but does not elaborate. Mary Hunter discusses the difficulty of dividing music—
especially operas associated with the sentimental heroine—into high and low categories in “The Fusion
and Juxtaposition of Genres.”
41

Matthew Riley discusses affective associations to the minor mode in Haydn’s music, connecting it to an
outdated style preferred by the imperial court but unfashionable in other circles, which contributed a
higher level of dignity to the music. The Viennese Minor-Key Symphony in the Age of Haydn and Mozart
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2014).
42
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Example 2: Haydn String Quartet Op. 64 no. 5, ii, bars 1-8.
Prototype of the affect of refined sentiment.

Example 3: Haydn String Quartet Op. 54 no. 2, ii, bars 1-8.
Affect of refined sentiment in the minor mode.

While the triple meter is characteristic of the affect of refined sentiment, Haydn also
used the same slow tempo, middle register, and chorale texture in duple meters,
creating a similar affective quality. For example, the slow movement of Op. 76 no. 1 (see
Example 4) possesses an adagio sostenuto tempo, a stepwise melody beginning in
quarter notes, a major mode, periodic phrasing, and wedge shapes. Despite small
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differences in meter and mode, this movement clearly engages with the same expressive
affect that emphasizes an analogy to a moderate expression. In sum, the five movements
described above resemble the moderate features portrayed by the literary archetype of
the Man of Feeling found in eighteenth-century sentimental novels, and that Haydn’s
early biographers used to describe the composer’s persona.
Example 4: Haydn String Quartet Op. 76 no. 1, ii, bars 1-4.
Affect of refined sentiment in a duple meter.

Both Hume and Mackenzie further characterized the Man of Feeling by his capacity for
refinement, which leads to the sympathy for others that underpins the authors’ dreams
of an ideal society. A Man of Feeling tempers his excessively passional responses or
animates his rational ideas by reflecting on his feelings. Haydn used varied repetition
and recurrence in music as an analogue to reflection, allowing a listener to consider
musical material anew. Haydn described this process in different terms when he asked
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Artaria to include the disclaimer about the thematic recycling in the Auenbrugger
sonatas, as described above (see Section II).
A listener can assess the affective content of the music’s initial presentation “recursively”
by retrospectively hearing a theme through the alterations made by subsequent
versions.43 Thus, returns of material—such as the repetitions embedded in small dance
forms found in Op. 50 no. 4 and Op. 54 no. 3—reflect on previously heard iterations. In
the slow movement of Op. 33 no. 3, Haydn strengthened the affective content of the
movement by writing out a complete repetition to the exposition of Op. 33 no. 3 with
significant embellishments. The repetition of the exposition changes the affective content
of the music to a much more passional expression, drawing out those features from the
refined style of the primary theme.
So-called monothematic sonatas develop recursive listening further, as each return of a
small amount of thematic material is heard in a new context. In the opening of the slow
movement of Op. 33 no. 4, for example, the primary theme is in a treble-dominated
texture, harmonized in thirds, over stately pulsing accompaniment, and begins with the
distinct turn figure (see Example 5). In the transition space, beginning in bar 9, the turn
figure launches a virtuosic, passional display, contrasting with the moderate affect of the
primary theme.44 The secondary theme, bars 14-17, develops this turn figure further,
saturating the entire movement with the same musical idea. A faster heartbeat
accompaniment in sixteenth-notes, perhaps drawn from the slower version in bar 3,
For more on the idea of recursive listening see Roman Ivanovitch, “Recursive/ Discursive: Variation
and Sonata in the Andante of Mozart’s String Quartet in F, K. 590,” Music Theory Spectrum 32/2 (2010):
145-164; and “What’s in a Theme: On the Nature of Variation,” Gamut 3/1 (2010): 1-42.
43

Hepokoski and Darcy suggest the importance of recognizing different spaces (which they call a zone or
action-space) in which certain expectations are met or denied. Marked deviations from these expectations
inform analysis of the movement. I find both their container metaphor and their expectation-deformation
analytical methodology useful for analyzing much of Haydn’s music. Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms,
Types, and Deformations in the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press,
2006).
44
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increases the passional affect. The immediate repetition of melodic material in the
primary-theme, transition, and secondary-theme spaces recontextualizes the turn figure
so that what was initially filigree becomes central to the sentiment of the movement.

Example 5: Haydn String Quartet Op. 33 no. 4, iii, bars 1-17.
Recurrence as a process of reflection.
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In some movements Haydn marks repetition as particularly important to the affective
content of music by deviating from sonata-form expectations. Typically, when primarytheme material repeats immediately in a sonata-form movement, it dissolves into the
transition space, as in Op. 33 no. 4, or the immediate repetition creates a compound
period with a stronger final cadence.45 Occasionally, Haydn composed unembellished
double statements of primary themes in a fast tempo, which frequently close on a
dominant cadence.46 By contrast, the slow movement of Op. 76 no. 4 immediately
repeats an embellished version of its entire eight-measure theme in a higher register
(see Example 6), closing with the same tonic cadence. The original melody shifts to the
second violin, while the first violin performs a countermelody above the other
instruments.47 These immediate repetitions in Haydn’s string quartets slow movements
typically embellish material, resembling how the act of reflection draws out new aspects
of an initial idea, thus refining the sentiment of the music.48
The affect of refined sentiment frequently blends with other musical styles, drawing
attention to additional attributes of the Man of Feeling, particularly his moral virtue and
his capacity for sympathy.49 The sunrise topic, a member of the larger pastoral topical

William E. Caplin describes how transitions often begin with primary theme material in Classical
Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 127-9. James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy describe these as
“dissolving transitions” in Elements of Sonata Theory, 101-111.
45

46

This occurs, for example, in the finale of Haydn’s op. 76, no. 1.

Complete double statements that cadence on tonic and lack embellishment also occur in eighteenthcentury music, although they are rarer. The first movement of Haydn’s Op. 76, no. 1 actually has a double
statement like this. This opus would benefit from further study of the way repetition and recurrence
function as a structural premise.
47

Other slow movements of Haydn’s string quartets immediately repeat the primary theme with
elaboration, such as Op. 76 no. 1.
48

Robert S. Hatten describes a process of “troping,” or stylistic blending, in “The Troping of Topics in
Mozart’s Instrumental Works,” in Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka, 514-536 (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2014).
49
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Example 6: Haydn String Quartet Op.76 no. 4, ii, bars 1-16.
Repetition resembling the process of reflection in a sonata-form movement.

field, blends with the affect of refined sentiment in Op. 20 no. 3 and Op. 71 no. 2.50 In
Op. 20 no. 3 (see Example 7) the choral texture of the affect of refined sentiment
replaces the drone feature characteristic of the sunrise topic, fusing the texture and
styles. In Op. 71 no. 2 (see Example 8) the drone of the sunrise topic remains, but the

Elaine Sisman describes the sunrise topic in “Haydn’s Solar Poetics: The Tageszeiten Symphonies and
Enlightenment Knowledge,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 66/1 (2013): 5-102. The main
features are an ascending opening gesture over a static “horizon” in the accompaniment. For more on the
pastoral genre, see Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral. (Bloomington,
IN: Indiana University Press, 2006.) For more on the pastoral topical field, see Robert S. Hatten, Musical
Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1994), 68-74, 82-90; and Robert S. Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures: Mozart, Beethoven,
Schubert. (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2004), 56-58.
50
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rising gesture in triple meter and simple quarter-note rhythms of the first violin line
resemble features of the affect of refined sentiment.51 The Enlightenment ideals
associated with the sunrise topic blends with the religious virtue associated with the
chorale style in these two movements, creating a sense of moral virtue founded on
Enlightenment knowledge.
Many of Haydn’s slow movements blend the affect of refined sentiment with accompanimental patterns found in sentimental singing styles, drawing out the close relationship
between the Man of Feeling and the sentimental heroine. For example, the stately
pulsing accompaniment found in Cecchina’s aria, “Povera ragazza,” from Piccinni’s La
Cecchina ossia la buona figliuola (1760), resembles the sentimental heroine’s high level
of dignity and moral virtue as she protests her culpability for her mistress’ misfortune
(see Example 9).52 The same stately pulsing figure appears in all four voices of Op. 50
no. 4, increasing the level of dignity through its associations to the sentimental heroine’s
moral virtue (see Example 10). Both Op. 74 no. 3 and Op. 54 no. 3 also blend the affect
of refined sentiment with the stately pulsing figure from Cecchina’s aria.

Further study of the relationship between the sunrise topic and the affect of refined sentiment, and its
implications to Haydn’s affective content in music, are warranted.
51

“Povera ragazza” is perhaps the first sentimental aria drawn from the most famous sentimental novel,
Richardson’s Pamela. Mary Hunter describes the numerous “offspring” of Pamela in eighteenth-century
opera in “‘Pamela’: The Offspring of Richardson’s Heroine in Eighteenth-Century Opera,” Mosaic 18/4
(1985): 61-76. See also Jane V. Bertolino, The Many Faces of Pamela (New York: Legas, 1990); and Ann
Hallemore Caesar, “Richardson’s Pamela: Changing Countries, Crossing Genres,” Journal of Romance
Studies 10/2 (2010): 21-35, which focus on the tensions on the “Pamela” story as it undergoes cultural
transfer from nation state to nation state and from novel to play to opera. The text reads:
52

Una povera ragazza
Padre e madre che non ha
Si maltratta, si strapazza
Quest’è troppa, troppa, troppa crudeltà

See a poor and friendless creature
Never knew a parent’s care
Tis so cruel thus to treat her
Oh, tis more than I can bear

Translation and summary from Thomas Noel Koran, “A Performance Translation of La Cecchina ossia la
buona figliuola by Niccolò Piccinni Based on the English Translation by Edward G. Toms (1766) with an
Historical Introduction,” DMA Thesis, University of Texas, Austin, 1997; 43, 95-96.
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Example 7: Haydn String Quartet Op. 20 no. 3, iii, bars 1-8.
Blending the affect of refined sentiment with the sunrise topic.

Example 8: Haydn String Quartet Op. 71 no. 2, ii, bars 1-4.
Compatibility between the affect of refined sentiment and the sunrise topic.
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Example 9: Piccini/Goldoni, La buona figliuola, “Una povera ragazza,” bars 5-10.
Sentimental aria with stately pulsing accompaniment.
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Example 10: Haydn String Quartet Op. 50 no. 4, ii, bars 1-4.
Affect of refined sentiment with stately pulsing accompaniment.

Haydn also frequently blended the treble-dominated texture from the sentimental
singing style with the affect of refined sentiment. The Countess’s aria “Porgi amor” from
Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro (1786) is an exemplar of the treble-dominated texture found
in the sentimental singing style.53 The aria possesses a song-like melody in a middle
range, with clear periodic phrasing, and minimal embellishment (see Example 11).54
These features are musical representations of simplicity analogous to the natural grace
performed by sentimental heroines. “Porgi Amor” additionally includes an undulating
heartbeat accompaniment in thirds, signaling both the pastoral origins of the
sentimental heroine and her sentimental symptomology.55

For more on the sentimental connection to this aria, see Mary Hunter “Rousseau, the Countess, and the
Female Domain,” in Mozart Studies 2, ed. Cliff Eisen, 1-26 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997).
53

54

See note xxiii (23) above on Saint-Preux’s description of ideal sentimental songs found in Italian music.

55

For more on the definition of a sentimental symptomology, see John Mullan, particularly 74-5.
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Example 11: Mozart/Da Ponte Le nozze di Figaro, “Porgi amor,” bars 18-25.
Aria in the sentimental singing style.

Opus 42 blends the chorale texture with the treble-dominated texture of the sentimental
song style, drawing out the moral virtue associated with both styles. The first violin
plays the melodic line in a treble-dominated texture (see Example 12). The strength of
the half-note tactus in both the melody and the choral accompaniment played by lower
three instruments lessens the dominance of the first violin’s melody. While still trebledominated, the melody embellishes the pulse.
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Example 12: Haydn String Quartet Op. 42, bars 1-4.
Fusion of choral and treble-dominated textures.

The heartbeat accompaniment that is also a marker of the sentimental singing style also
appears in the consequent phrase of the primary theme in Op. 64 no. 5 (Example 2,
above). The primary theme starts in the choral style and then shifts to the sentimental
singing style with heartbeat accompaniment. By commenting on the opening 4
measures with a more emotionally-driven response, Haydn creates a type of reflection
that results in deeper feeling. The heartbeat accompaniment also appears in Op. 33 no.
4 (Example 5, above).
In sum, Haydn used an affect of refined sentiment throughout his string quartet slow
movements. The simple rhythms, stepwise melody, periodic phrasing, middle register,
slow tempo, and soft dynamics are analogous to the moderate behavior of the Man of
Feeling. The chorale texture further increases the level of dignity, connecting the music
to the virtuousness associated with the Man of Feeling and the sentimental heroine.
Haydn used varied repetition and recurrence analogously to a process of reflection, to
refine the sentiment of a movement. The affect of refined sentiment is only rarely found
alone; it is often inflected with other styles borrowed from sentimental opera,
particularly undulating, pulsing, or heartbeat accompanimental figures. Haydn merged
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the affect of refined sentiments with other styles, particularly the pastoral, the chorale,
and the sentimental singing styles. This fusion of different styles comments on the
compatibility of the Man of Feeling and the sentimental heroine, addressing Hume’s
concern that sentimental expression in men be both reserved and sympathetic.56

IV. When the Heart Informs the Head in Op. 77 no. 1
Although Op. 77 no. 1 may not immediately appear so, this movement also engages with
the affect of refined sentiment (see Example 13). All four instruments play a declamatory
head motive in unison in bars 1-2, perhaps suggesting the forceful statement of an
intellectual idea. A calm hymn-like statement responds in bars 3-4, using the same
stately pulsing accompaniment found in Cecchina’s “Una poverra ragazza,” importing
associations to the moral virtue of the sentimental heroine. These four measures present
in microcosm the expressive premise of Op. 77 no. 1: the feeling heart (signified by the
features of sentimental opera style) shapes the reflection of an idea (the declarative head
motive).57
The monothematic content of the slow movement of Op. 77 no. 1 allows Haydn to
reframe material in the context of different sentimental styles, analogous to a process of
reflection enacted by Hume’s ideal Man of Feeling. The initial theme (bars 1-8) repeats
immediately (bars 9-16). In the repetition, the viola plays the declamatory idea underneath a new countermelody in the violins, reframing the head motive as a bass line that
Jessica Waldoff notices Haydn’s unusual setting of Rosina, a sentimental heroine, in La vera costanza
(1779). Waldoff shows how Haydn gives Rosina agency atypical of the story. See “Sentiment and
Sensibility in La Vera Costanza,” in Haydn Studies, ed. W. Dean Sutcliffe, 70-119 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1998). A similar commentary on gender norms of the eighteenth-century may be
inferable from Haydn’s string quartets.
56

In this way the movement exemplifies an expressive genre of refined sentiment, following Robert S.
Hatten’s definition of the pastoral expressive genre. An expressive genre serves as an expressive frame
structuring an entire work or movement. See Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, 68-99.
57
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Example 13: Haydn String Quartet Op. 77 no. 1, ii, bars 1-18.
A rational idea refined by the feeling heart.
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supports a melody in the sentimental singing style. The declamatory idea appears again
in the transition space in bars 16-17, refined by a sentimental heartbeat accompaniment.
Haydn refined the declamatory head motive further by importing figures borrowed from
a special type of sentimental song, the breathless cavatina.58 The characteristic feature
of the breathless aria is a break in discourse, signaled by sighs and gasps. Lilla, in her
cavatina, “Ah pietade, mercede, soccorso,” from Martín Y Solar’s Una cosa rara (1786),
is distraught by the thought of an arranged marriage to a man she does not love, and can
barely gasp out her appeal for help.59 In sentimental novels, which are generally written
in the style of a series of letters or diary entries, characters resort to dashes and ellipses
in punctuation to show they have been overtaken by their emotions.60 Lilla has a
difficult time completing even whole words, notated as rests by Solar, corresponding to
the ellipses in Da Ponte’s libretto (see Example 14).61
Gasps and sighs throughout Op. 77 no. 1 evoke the heightened feelings of the heart
found in the breathless cavatina style. The calm response of the initial theme (bars 3-4)
transforms into a series of sigh figures interrupted by rests in the immediate repetition
(bar 11). An even more dramatic gasp occurs over the structural expositional cadence in

For more on the breathless cavatina, see Edmund Goehring, “The Sentimental Muse of Opera Buffa,” in
Opera Buffa in Mozart’s Vienna, ed. Mary Hunter and James Webster (Cambridge University Press,
1997), 115-145; and Jessica Waldoff, Recognition in Mozart’s Opera (New York: Oxford University Press,
2006), 211-213.
58

Complete text is: “Ah, pietade... mercede... soccorso! Dal timor... dal tormento... dal corso... son s...
stanca che il fiato... mi manca ed ho lena... d’appena... parlar.” (“Ah pity, mercy, help. I am so weary from
fear, torment, and running that I am out of breath and scarcely have the energy to speak.” Translation
from Goehring, 131.
59

For more on punctuation as sentimental signifier, see Janine Barchas, “Sarah Fielding’s Dashing Style
and Eighteenth Century Print Culture.” ELH 63/3 (1996): 633-656.
60

Unlike other sentimental arias the breathless cavatina type is often in a fast tempo with staccato
markings. The heartbeat accompaniment in Lilla’s aria is similar to the heartbeat accompaniment in the
Countess’s “Porgi amor” (Example 13), but the faster tempo and articulation resemble the heroine’s
distress.
61
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Example 14: Martín Y Solar/Da Ponte, Una cosa rara, “Ah, pietade... mercede...,”
bars 1-5.Breathless cavatina style.

bars 29-30. The pause lasts one and a half beats and descends two octaves and a third
(see Example 15). This sentimental gasping dramatizes the structurally important
location of the expositional close.
One important figure of sentimental arias is the “poverina” figure, a series of descending
notes over the text “poverina,” found in Cecchina’s aria “Una povera ragazza” from
Piccini’s La buona figliuola (see Example 16) and Rosina’s “Care spiagge” (see Example
17) from Haydn’s opera on a sentimental plot, La vera costanza (1779).62 The
secondary-theme space of Op. 77 no. 1 begins with a descending motion from the tail of
the declarative idea, and dissolves into a “poverina” figure (bars 21-22, see Example 18).
The secondary-theme space thus transforms the head motive into a sentimental figure
that signals the heart.

Jessica Waldoff discusses this “poverina” figure in the context of Haydn’s La vera costanza. “Sentiment
and Sensibility,” 98-102.
62
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Example 15: Haydn String Quartet Op. 77 no. 1, ii, bars 29-30.
Sentimental gasp at the structural cadence in secondary-theme space.

Example 16: Piccini/Goldoni, La buona figliuola, “Una povera ragazza,” bars 15-16.
“Poverina” figure.

Example 17: Haydn/Puttini, La vera costanza, “Care spiagge,” bars 58-60.
“Poverina” figure.
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Example 18: Haydn String Quartet Op. 77 no. 1, ii, bars 21-24.
Secondary-theme space with “poverina” figure.

The recapitulation opens with the same declarative head motive from the primary theme
(see Example 19, bars 55-58). However, a chorale texture, characteristic of the affect of
refined sentiment, now harmonizes the theme. The return of thematic material in the
new context of the affect of refined sentiment blends the declarative head motive with
the passional expressions of sentimental songs, animating the initial material. At the
same time the affect of refined sentiment calms the passional excess in these eight
measures, found the sentimental symptomology of operatic sentimental heroines.63 The
opening of the recapitulation enacts a reflection of the original declarative idea informed
by the feelings of the heart–a fulfillment of the primary theme’s potential to embody the
refined sentiments underlying social goals of eighteenth-century philosophy through
moderate expression.
Admittedly I am creating a direct opposition between the Man of Feeling and the sentimental heroine,
when in fact, this division is much more nuanced. Sentimental heroines often expressed their thoughts
and feelings moderately. Faye Halpern discusses the disparagement of sentimental literature in
Sentimental Readers: The Rise, Fall, and Revival of a Disparaged Rhetoric (Iowa City: University of
Iowa Press, 2013). In sentimental opera, however, sentimental heroines were often portrayed as
emotionally excessive, in part from their origins in hysteric stock characters from opera. For more on
opera’s female stock characters, see Kristi Brown-Montesano, Understanding the Women of Mozart’s
Operas (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007).
63
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Example 19: Haydn String Quartet Op. 77 no. 1, ii, bars 55-65.
Recapitulation; recomposition of primary theme in affect of refined sentiment.
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Opus 77 no. 1 thus exemplifies the way that Haydn’s music can portray a premise of the
(sentimental) heart animating the (rational) mind, drawing needed attention to
eighteenth-century aesthetic values of moderation. This movement provides a listener
steeped in these sentimental novels with a compatible blend of refinement and
sentimental symptomology. It is a movement that embodies the ideal Man of Feeling,
envisioned by Mackenzie, Hume, and Haydn’s early biographers.

V. Conclusion
The affect of refined sentiment offers a new and historically-grounded way of
interpreting eighteenth-century music, including Haydn’s string quartet slow
movements. The moderate sentiments of the Man of Feeling represent one aspect of the
culture of sensibility that informed contemporary listeners. Furthermore, as the
interpretation of Op. 77 no. 1 shows, the refining capacities of the heart guide Haydn’s
compositional style. Griesinger recorded Haydn’s description of composing at the
keyboard:
I sat down, began to improvise, sad or happy according to my mood,
serious or trifling. Once I had seized upon an idea, my whole endeavor was
to develop and sustain it in keeping with the rules of art. Thus I sought to
keep going, and this is where so many of our new composers fall down.
They string out one little piece after another, they break off when they
have hardly begun, and nothing remains in the heart when one has
listened to it.64

64

Gotwals, 61.
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Haydn said he seized an idea—perhaps something like the declamatory head motive of
Op. 77 no. 1—and sustained it, placing the sentiment into the listener’s heart. In this way
Haydn’s music, if not also the man, embodies sentimental ideals of the eighteenthcentury.
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